This study is about a grammatical guidance for Al-Bazzi and Gonbol novels by Ibn Kaseer and its impact on the meaning compared with Hafs Ibn Asim novel, the study begins with the introduction of the reading definition, and its divisions, its controls, the seven and readers, and translation for Ibn kaseer and its narrates, Asim and Hafs novel, also the study has mentioned the benefits of the different readings, the relation between reading with grammatical, its impact on it.

And the opinion of grammarians from that, this study contains the practical side on three chapters, adopted in arranged to divide the speech of
The ancients "noun verb, a character", " The first chapter includes grammatical differences between the two novels of Al- Bazzi and Gonbol and Hafs the names and the second chapter is about the grammatical differences between them in the act, while Chapter three It includes differences in the character, above all that is introduction about the topic of the chapter.

:and the most important result of the study was Ibn Kaseer reading is the most important and Al- Bazzi and Gonbol are the most important novels of the Koranic readings The impact of the different of Al-Bazzi and Gonbol novels than Hafs novel in the meaning in some topics, and has not affected in others.